VHF Military Tactical Radios

**AT RF40 - Handheld Radio**
The RF40 multiband, multirole VHF/UHF radio is designed...

**AT RF40V - VHF/UHF Vehicular Radio**
The RF40V multiband, multirole VHF/UHF vehicular radio is...

**PR9560 Advanced VHF COMSEC/ECCM radio systems**
The PR9560 is intended for land forces such as infantries...

**AT AR20 Automatic Rebroadcast Station**
The AT AR20 automatic rebroadcast station is a device allowing...

**AT RF23 EPM Handheld Transceiver**
An EPM handheld multiband transceiver with enhanced resistance...

**AT RM20 Handset With Control**
The handset with control is intended to control RF20 tr...
AT RC20 Remote Control Unit
The remote control unit is intended for remote control of...

AT RF2050 MultiBand Mobile Transceiver
Emergency erasure of operation data on fixed frequency channels, ...

AT RF2350 EPM MultiBand Mobile Transceiver
RF2350 mobile multiband transceiver with increased resistance...

AT RF13 Portable VHF Transceiver
It features voice communication via built-in encryption...

AT RF13 Portable VHF Transceiver with Scrambler
Simplex or semiduplex telephony data transmission channel...

AT RF1305 VHF Mobile Package for Patrol Vehicles
Set consists of AT RF13 transceiver, AT DM13 mobile extension...
AT RF1325 25 Watt VHF Mobile Package
If the mobile set is designed for installation in wheel...

AT RF1350 50 Watt VHF Mobile Package
The AT RF13 transceiver and AT ZV13.1 amplifier are located...

AT RF13 Portable VHF Transceiver Package
It also features voice Encryption mode, selective communication,...

AT RF13 VHF Portable Package Transceiver with scrambler
Package consists of AT RF13 transceiver (with built-in digital...

AT RF13D Duplex VHF Transceiver
AT RF13D is a VHF transceiver designed for duplex data ...

AT RF1325 25 Watts VHF Duplex Transceiver Package
The radio modem built in AT ZM13.1 (ZV13.1) amplifier in...
AT AR13.1 VHF Automatic Rebroadcast Station
The AT AR13.1 automatic rebroadcasting station with 25 Watt...

AT AR13.2 VHF Automatic Rebroadcast Station
The AT AR13.2 automatic rebroadcasting station with 50 Watt...

AT RF20 MultiBand Handheld Transceiver
AT RF20 ECCM handheld multiband transceiver with improved...

AT RF20M MultiBand Mobile Package
Depending on the type of selected frequency band, the t...

AT RF20 ECCM Handheld Multiband Transceiver Package
RF20 handheld ECCM transceiver is designed for communication...

AT PRC-3088 Tactical VHF Handheld Transceiver
AT PRC-3088 series transceivers are available in two mo...
VHF Broadband 30-88MHz Military Mobile Whip Antenna

The AT VHF M-1 mobile whip antenna covers the complete range...